Abstract. We prove two new results about the Cauchy problem for nonlinear Schrödinger equations on four-dimensional compact manifolds. The first one concerns global wellposedness for Hartree-type nonlinearities and includes approximations of cubic NLS on the sphere. The second one provides local wellposedness for quadratic nonlinearities in the case of zonal data on the sphere. Both results are based on new multilinear Strichartz-type estimates for the Schrödinger group.
Introduction
In a recent series of papers ( [5] , [7] , [8] , see also [9] , [12] ) , Burq-Gérard-Tzvetkov investigated the Cauchy problem for nonlinear Schrödinger equations (NLS) on Riemannian compact manifolds, generalizing the work of Bourgain on tori ( [1] , [2] ). In [5] , Strichartz estimates with fractional loss of derivatives were established for the Schrödinger group. They led to global wellposedness of NLS on surfaces with any defocusing polynomial nonlinearity. On three-manifolds, these estimates also provided global existence and uniqueness for cubic defocusing NLS, but they failed to prove the Lipschitz continuity of the flow map on the energy space. These results were improved in [7] , [8] for specific manifolds such as spheres, taking advantage of new multilinear Strichartz inequalities for the Schrödinger group (see also [6] ). In particular, on such three-manifolds the Lipschitz continuity and the smoothness of the flow map on the energy space were established for cubic NLS, as well as global existence on the energy space for every defocusing subquintic NLS.
However, none of the above methods provided global wellposedness results in the energy space for NLS on four-dimensional manifolds. This is in strong contrast with the Euclidean case (see [14] , [16] , [10] ). The only available global existence result on a compact four-manifold seems to be the one of Bourgain in [2] , which concerns defocusing nonlinearities of the type |u|u and Cauchy data in H 2 (T 4 ). Let us discuss briefly the reasons of this difficulty. On the one hand, Strichartz estimates of [5] involve a too large loss of derivative in four space dimension ; typically, for cubic NLS, they lead to local wellposedness in H s for s > 3/2, which is not sufficient in view of the energy and L 2 conservation laws. Moreover, these estimates are restricted to L so that the analysis does not improve when the nonlinearity becomes subcubic. On the other hand, the analysis based on bilinear Strichartz estimates is currently restricted to nonlinearities of cubic type, and on S 4 it only yields local wellposedness in H s for s > 1. In fact, this obstruction can be made more precise by combining two results from [5] and [7] . Indeed, from Theorem 4 in [5] , we know that the estimate is wrong, which, by Remark 2.12 in [7] , implies that the flow map of cubic NLS cannot be C 3 near the Cauchy data u 0 = 0 in H 1 (S 4 ).
The purpose of this paper is to provide further results on four-dimensional manifolds. We shall study two types of NLS equations. In section 2, we study NLS with the following nonlocal nonlinearity, There exists a subspace X of C(R, H 1 (M )) such that, for every u 0 ∈ H 1 (M ), the Cauchy problem (1) has a unique global solution u ∈ X. Moreover, in the special case M is the four-dimensional standard sphere M = S 4 , the same result holds for all values α > 0 of the parameter.
The proof of Theorem 1 relies on the following quadrilinear estimates
for every χ ∈ C ∞ 0 (R), for every s 0 < 1 and for f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 satisfying 1 √ 1−∆∈[N j ,2N j ] (f j ) = f j , j = 1, 2, 3, 4. Here and in the sequel m(N 1 , · · · , N 4 ) denotes the product of the smallest two numbers among N 1 , N 2 , N 3 , N 4 . Moreover u j and f j are linked by u j (t, x) = S(t)f j (x), j = 1, 2, 3, 4, where S(t) = e it∆ . Notice that, compared to the multilinear estimates used in [8] , a frequency variable τ is added in the equation. It would be interesting to know if the smallest value of α for which these estimates (and hence Theorem 1) are valid depends or not on the geometry of M .
In Section 3, we come back to power nonlinearities. Since we want to go below the cubic powers and at the same time we want to use multilinear estimates, we are led to deal with quadratic nonlinearities. In other words, we study the following equations, (2) i∂ t u + ∆u = q(u),
where q(u) is a homogeneous quadratic polynomial in u, u
Notice that a subclass of these equations consists of Hamiltonian equations q(u) = ∂V ∂u where V is a real-valued homogeneous polynomial of degree 3 in u, u; with the above notation, this corresponds to c = 2a. In this case, the following energy is conserved,
A typical example is
Notice that this Hamiltonian structure does not prevent from blow up in general. In the above example, a purely imaginary constant as Cauchy data leads to a blow up solution ! Therefore we can only hope for local-in-time existence. Our results are the following. 
The main tool in the proof of Theorem 2 is the following trilinear estimate on linear solutions u j (t) = S(t)f j ,
for every R-trilinear expression T on C 3 , for every χ ∈ C ∞ 0 (R), for every s 0 > 1/2 and for zonal functions f 1 , f 2 , f 3 satisfying
. It would be interesting to know whether the above estimate holds with non zonal functions for some s 0 < 1 ; this would extend the above theorem to any finite energy Cauchy data.
Moreover we give a classification for all the Hamiltonian quadratic nonlinearities for which the Cauchy problem associated to (2) has a unique global solution for suitable small initial data in H 1 zonal (S 4 ). ii) The parameters a, b satisfy
It would be interesting to know whether blowing up solutions exist for non small data under property (4) .
Another open problem is of course to find a wider variety of blowing up solutions for equation (2) when property (4) is not satisfied.
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Wellposedness via multilinear estimates
The main step of this section is to prove a result of local existence in time for initial data in H 1 (M ) using some multilinear estimates associated to the nonlinear Schrödinger equation, that we will establish in Section 3 with a special attention to the case of the sphere. For that purpose we follow closely the ideas of Burq, Gérard and Tzvetkov ( [9] , [7] ). In those papers, the authors extended to general compact manifolds the nonlinear methods introduced by Bourgain ([1] , [2] , [4] ) in the context of tori R d /Z d . Finally, we achieve the global wellposedness thanks to the conservation laws.
2.1. Well-posedness in Sobolev spaces for the Hartree nonlinearity. In this subsection we prove that the uniform wellposedness of (1) on M can be deduced from quadrilinear estimates on solutions of the linear equation. Firstly, we recall the notion of wellposedness we are going to address. 
The map u 0 ∈ B → u ∈ X T is uniformly continuous. 
one has the following quadrilinear estimates Proof. The proof follows essentially the same lines as in the proof of Theorem 3 in [7] and relies on the use of a suitable class X s,b of Bourgain-type spaces. We first show that (6) is equivalent to a quadrilinear estimate in the spaces X s,b . We then prove the crucial nonlinear estimate, from which uniform wellposedness can be obtained by a contraction argument in X Following the definition in Bourgain [1] and Burq, Gérard and Tzvetkov [9] , we introduce the family of Hilbert spaces
More precisely, we have: 
Then, the space X s,b (R×M ) is defined as the completion of C ∞ 0 (R t ; H s (M )) for the norm
where 
Moreover, we have the elementary property
T . We next reformulate the quadrilinear estimates (6) 
Proof. We sketch only the essential steps of the proof of ii) assuming i) , since we follow closely the argument of Lemma 2.3 in [9] . The reverse implication is easier and will not be used in this paper. Suppose first that u j are supported in time in the interval (0, 1) and we select χ ∈ C ∞ 0 (R) such that χ = 1 on [0, 1]; then writing u ♯ j (t) = S(−t)u j (t) we have easily
where u 2 is used, in order to get the necessary integrability) yields
Finally, by decomposing u j (t) = n∈Z ψ(t − n 2 )u j (t) with a suitable ψ ∈ C ∞ 0 (R) supported in (0, 1), the general case for u j follows from the special case of u j supported in the time interval (0, 1).
Returning to proof of Theorem 3, there is another way of estimating the
Lemma 2. Assume α as in Theorem 1 and that u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , u 4 satisfy
Then, for every s ′ > s 0 there exists
Proof. We split the proof in several steps.
First of all we prove that, for α > 0,
By symmetry we have to consider the following three cases:
In the first case, by a repeated use of Hölder's inequality, we obtain
where we also used that (1−∆) −α is a pseudodifferential operator of negative order, hence acts on L ∞ (M ). By Sobolev inequality, we infer
.
By the Sobolev embedding in the time variable for the function v(t) = S(−t)u(t), we have
, and this conclude the proof of the first case.
In the second case m(N 1 , · · · , N 4 ) = N 3 N 4 we can proceed in the same way by writing the integral in the form
Finally, when m(N 1 , · · · , N 4 ) = N 1 N 3 , we write the integral as follows
and by Cauchy-Schwarz and Hölder's inequalities we estimate it by
Finally we conclude the proof of (15) by means of Sobolev's inequality in both space and time variables as above.
The second step consists in interpolating between (12) and (15) in order to get the estimate (14) . To this end we decompose each u j as follows
where K j denotes the sequence of dyadic integers. Notice that
We then write the integral in the left hand side of (14) as a sum of the following elementary integrals,
Using successively (12) and (15), we estimate these integrals as (16)
where either (σ, β) = (s 0 , b) for every b > 1/2, or (σ, β) = (2, 1/4). Therefore, for every s ′ > s 0 , there exists
which completes the proof, since the right hand side is a convergent series.
We are finally in position to prove Theorem 3. We can write the solution of the Cauchy problem (1) using the Duhamel formula
The next lemma contains the basic linear estimate.
We refer to [15] for a simple proof of this lemma. The last integral equation (17) can be handled by means of these spaces X s,b T using Lemma 3 as follows
Thus to construct the contraction Φ :
and to prove the propagation of regularity ii), it is enough to prove the following result.
and C > 0 such that for every triple
Moreover, for every σ > s, there exists C σ such that
We only sketch the proof of (21) . The proof of (22) is similar. Thanks to a duality argument it is sufficient to show the following
The next step is to perform a dyadic expansion in the integral of the left hand-side of (23), this time in the space variable. We decompose u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , u 4 as follows:
In this decomposition we have
We introduce now this decomposition in the left hand side of (23), and we are left with estimating each term
. Consider the terms with N 1 ≤ N 2 ≤ N 3 (the other cases are completely symmetric). Choose s ′ such that s > s ′ > s 0 . By Lemma 2 we can find b ′ such that 0 < b ′ < 1 2 and
This is equivalent to
In this series we separate the terms in which N 4 ≤ CN 3 from the others. For the first ones the series converges thanks to a simple argument of summation of geometric series and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. To perform the summation of the other terms, it is sufficient to apply the following lemma, which is a simple variant of Lemma 2.6 in [7] .
Lemma 5. Let α a positive number. There exists C > 0 such that, if for any j = 1, 2, 3,
Remark. Notice that if M = S 4 the above lemma is trivial since in that case, by an elementary observation on the degree of the corresponding spherical harmonics, we obtain that if
Finally, the proof of Lemma 4 is achieved by choosing b such that 1 2 < b < 1 − b ′ and by merely observing that
2.2. Local wellposedness for the quadratic nonlinearity. In this subsection, we study the wellposedness theory of the quadratic nonlinear Schrö-dinger equation posed on S 4
with zonal initial data u(0, x) = u 0 (x). In fact we shall prove Theorem 2 on every four-manifold satisfying the trilinear estimates (3). This is a result of independent interest that we state below.
Theorem 4. Let M be a Riemannian manifold, let G be a subgroup of isometries of M . Assuming that there exists C > 0 and s 0 such that for any
where Proof. It is close to the one of Theorem 3 above, so we shall just survey it. We denote by
For the sake of simplicity, we shall focus on the case
The general case follows from straightforward modifications. As in the proof of Theorem 3, it is enough, for every s > s 0 , to show that there exists
with the following estimates,
where u 1 , u 2 , u are G -invariant. As before, we focus on the first set of estimates. Thanks to a duality argument, these estimates are equivalent to
In this way, writing the solution of the Cauchy problem (25) using the Duhamel formula
and applying Lemma 3, we obtain a contraction on X
Lemma 6. Let s 0 ∈ R. The following two statements are equivalent:
Proof. The proof of this lemma follows lines of Lemma 1 above. First we assume that u 1 , u 2 , u 3 are supported for t ∈ [0, 1], and we select χ ∈ C ∞ 0 (R) such that χ = 1 on [0, 1]. We set u ♯ j (t) = S(−t)u j (t). Using the Fourier transform, we can write
where τ = (τ 1 +τ 2 −τ 3 ). Supposing for instance N 1 ≤ N 2 ≤ N 3 and applying (27) we obtain that the right hand side is bounded by
We conclude the proof as in the proof of Lemma 1 in section 2, using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in (τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 ), and finally decomposing each u j by means of the partition of unity 
Proof. Following the same lines of the proof of Lemma 2, it is enough to establish
Then the Lemma follows by interpolation with (31). Indeed, assuming for instance N 1 ≤ N 2 ≤ N 3 , we apply the Hölder inequality as follows,
and using the Sobolev embedding we obtain
By the Sobolev embedding in the time variable for function v(t) = S(−t)u(t), we know that
and this completes the proof.
Let us sketch the last part of the proof of Theorem4. We decompose u 1 , u 2 , u 3 as follows:
We introduce this decomposition in the left hand side of (28) and we use Lemma 7. Supposing now for simplicity that N 1 ≤ N 2 , we obtain that for any s ′ > s 0 we can find b ′ such that 0 < b ′ < 1 2 and (34)
for any s > s ′ > s 0 . Notice that the summation over N 1 can be performed via a crude argument of summation of geometric series. As for the summation over N 2 , N 3 , following the same proof as in Section 2.1, we conclude by observing that the main part of the series corresponds to the constraint N 3 N 2 .
2.3. Conservation laws and global existence for the Hartree nonlinearity. Next we prove that for an initial datum u 0 ∈ H 1 (M ), the local solution of the Cauchy problem (1) obtained above can be extended to a global solution u ∈ C(R, H 1 (M )). By the definition of uniform wellposedness, the lifespan T of the local solution u ∈ C([0, T ), H 1 (M )) depends only on the H 1 norm of the initial datum. Thus, in order to prove that the solution can be extended to a global one, it is sufficient to show that the H 1 norm of u remains bounded on any finite interval [0, T ). This is a consequence of the following conservation laws, which can be proved by means of the multipliers u and u t ,
Remark. Notice that a similar argument can be applied in the case of an attractive Hartree nonlinearity, at least when α > 1. Indeed, consider the focusing Schrödinger equation
where the nonlinear term has the opposite sign. Computing as above, we obtain the conservation of energy
2 L 2 = const, but now the energy E(t) does not control the H 1 norm of u. However, we can write ∇u
2 L 2 , and by Sobolev embedding we have
so that we obtain (p = 2q)
We now use the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality (for d = 4)
Notice that, as in the defocusing case above, the L 2 norm of u is a conserved quantity. If the power 4(p − 2)/p is strictly smaller than 1, we infer that the H 1 norm of u must remain bounded. In other words, we have proved global existence provided
2.4.
Global existence for the quadratic nonlinearity. (2) , where q(u) = (Re u) 2 , has a unique global solution u ∈ X.
Proposition 1. Let (M, g) be a four-dimensional Riemannian manifold satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 4. There exists ε > 0 and a subspace
Proof. By Theorem 4, we obtain that for an initial datum u 0 ∈ H 1 G (M ), there exists a local solution of the Cauchy problem
By the definition of uniform wellposedness, the lifespan T of the local solution u ∈ C([0, T ), H 1 G (M )) only depends on a bound of the H 1 norm of the initial datum. Thus, in order to prove that the solution can be extended to a global one, it is sufficient to show that the H 1 norm of u remains bounded on any finite interval [0, T ). This is a consequence of the following conservation laws and of a suitable assumption of smallness on the initial data. Notice that
Moreover the following energy is conserved
Consequently we can write
Since by Gagliardo-Niremberg inequality we have
and by the following inequality
we deduce that
Thanks to (36) we know that
thus we obtain
Assuming that u 0 H 1 ≤ ε, we infer, by a classical bootstrap argument, that ∇u cannot blow up. Using again (36), this concludes the proof of the proposition.
Notice that the proof above extends without difficulty to q(u) = c(Re u) 2 , for any real number c. If (M, g) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 4, we can now prove that the conclusions of Corollary 1 hold on M .
Proof. Let q(u) = au 2 + bu 2 + 2a|u| 2 . The idea is to transform the equation into an equivalent one using the change of unknown u = ωv, with |ω| = 1, and then impose conditions on a, b such that the transformed equation is of the special type corresponding to q(u) = c(Re u) 2 for which, thanks to Proposition 1, we know that the solution is global. Thus we try to impose q(ωv) = cω(Re v) 2 for some c ∈ R and some ω with |ω| = 1, and we obtain the polynomial identity
Equating the coefficients of the two polynomials we obtain a = c ω 4 , b = c ω 3 4 and this is equivalent to a 2 a = b .
Conversely, we prove that if this condition is not satisfied, it is always possible to construct small energy solutions which blow up in a finite time. We take as initial datum a constant in the form u 0 (x) = ωy 0 , y 0 ∈ R \ {0} , |ω| = 1, and then the equation reduces to the ordinary differential equation
Defining y(t) = u(t)/ω, we see that y(t) is a solution of the equation
which can be written
The solution can be written explicitly as
and is not global if and only if q(ω)ω is purely imaginary. Thus to conclude the proof it is sufficient to show that we can find an ω such that q(ω)ω ≡ aω + bω 3 + 2aω is purely imaginary (and not 0).
Writing a = Ae iα , b = Be iβ , ω = e iθ with A, B ≥ 0, this is equivalent to finding a simple zero for the following function
Observe that the average of f vanishes. A point where the sign of f changes cannot be a double zero unless it is a triple zero, and a straightforward calculation shows that this corresponds exactly to the case A = B and 3α + β = 2kπ, namely a 2 a = b. Hence, if this condition is not satisfied, f has a simple zero. This completes the proof.
Multilinear estimates
In this section we establish multilinear estimates, which, combined with Theorems 3 and 4, yield Theorems 1 and 2. We recall that S(t) = e it∆ .
Quadrilinear estimates.
This subsection is devoted to the proof of quadrilinear estimates (6) with s 0 < 1 on arbitrary four-manifolds with α > 1/2, and on the sphere S 4 with α > 0. In view of subsections 2.1 and 2.3, this will complete the proof of Theorem 1. 
, one has the following bilinear estimate:
Proof. By symmetry, it is not restrictive to assume that N ≤ L. The Sobolev embedding implies
and applying the Holdër inequality we obtain
Thanks to the conservation of the L 2 norm we can bound the last factor with the L 2 norm of f 2 ; on the other hand, the L 2 L 4/α term can be bounded using the Strichartz inequality on compact manifolds established by Burq, Gérard, Tzvetkov in [5] (see Theorem 1), which reads, in this particular case,
Combining this estimate with the Sobolev inequality, we obtain (39) as claimed. 
one has the following quadrilinear estimate for u j (t) = S(t)f j :
where χ ∈ C ∞ 0 (R) is arbitrary and m(N 1 , · · · , N 4 ) is the product of the smallest two numbers among N 1 , N 2 , N 3 , N 4 .
Proof. The proof of our quadrilinear estimate (40) when m(N 1 , · · · , N 4 ) = N 1 N 3 follows directly by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Lemma 8. In fact, assuming for instance that χ is supported into [0, 1], we have
by applying (39). By symmetry, it remains to consider only the case
By the self-adjointness of (1− ∆), Hölder's inequality and Sobolev's inequality we have
Using again Hölder's inequality, we infer
Conservation of energy implies that
. On the other hand by Sobolev embedding we have
Now we can apply the above-mentioned Strichartz estimate of [5] to obtain
and s 0 can be arbitrarily close to 3 2 − α, the proof is complete. Remark. In this case, an iteration scheme for solving can be performed as in [5] , avoiding the use of Bourgain spaces, making in
. On the four dimensional sphere, endowed with its standard metric, the precise knowledge of the spectrum µ k = k(k + 3), k ∈ N makes it possible to improve our quadrilinear estimate. We proceed in several steps, starting with an estimate on the product of two spherical harmonics. . There exists C > 0 such that for any H n , H l spherical harmonics on S 4 of degree n, l respectively, the following bilinear estimate holds:
Proof. It is not restrictive to assume that 1 ≤ n ≤ l. We shall adapt the proof of multilinear estimates in [6] , [8] , using the approach described in [9] . Writing h = (n(n + 3)) −1/2 , h = (l(l + 3) −1/2 , the equations satisfied by the eigenfunctions H n , H l read
In local coordinates, these are semiclassical equations, with principal symbol
We now decompose H n and H l using a microlocal partition of unity with semi-classical cut-off of the form χ(x, hD), χ(x, hD) respectively. When
i.e. in the "elliptic" case, the estimates are quite strong : we have, for all s, p,
with similar estimates forH l . Consequently, it is sufficient to estimate
when cut-off functions χ, χ are localized near the characteristic set
Refining the partition of unity, we may assume that the supports of χ, χ are contained in small neighborhoods of (m, ω), (m, ω) where m ∈ M and ω, ω are covectors such that
Notice that functions u = χ(x, hD x )H n , u = χ(x, hD x ) H l ) are compactly supported and satisfy Then, on the supports of χ and χ, one can factorize the symbol of the equation as
where e, e are elliptic symbol while q, q are real valued symbols. In other words, we can reduce the equations for u, u to evolution equations with respect to the variable x 1 . Notice that ξ ′ ∈ R d−1 = R 3 , i.e., the spatial dimension of these evolution equations is 3. Moreover, since the second fundamental form of the characteristic ellipsoid {ξ : g m (ξ, ξ) = 1} is non degenerate, the Hessian of q, q with respect to the ξ ′ variables does not vanish on the supports of χ, χ respectively. Therefore we can apply to this equation the (local) three-dimensional Strichartz estimates (see Corollary 2.2 of [9] for more details). We conclude that u satisfies the 3-dimensional semiclassical Strichartz estimates in the following form:
for all (p, q) satisfying the admissibility condition 2
An identical argument is valid for u. In fact, for u we shall only need the energy estimate
Finally, we estimate the product u u as follows. By the Sobolev inequality,
Applying the Hölder inequality we obtain
Noticing that q < 2 and using the compactness of the support of u, we have
Applying the Strichartz estimate (44) and the Sobolev embedding, we obtain
Combining with the L ∞ L 2 estimate (45) onũ, this completes the proof.
We now come to a quadrilinear estimate on spherical harmonics. n j , j = 1, · · · , 4, spherical harmonics on S 4 of degree n j respectively, the following quadrilinear estimate holds: (47)
Proof. By symmetry, it is sufficient to consider the two cases m(n 1 , · · · , n 4 ) = n 1 n 3 ; m(n 1 , · · · , n 4 ) = n 1 n 2 .
In the first case, the proof follows directly by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Lemma 9. It remains to consider only the case m(n 1 , · · · , n 4 ) = n 1 n 2 .
We use the same idea as in Lemma 9 to decompose, if n j ≥ 1, each H (j) n j into a sum of terms of the form
As before, each u j may be microlocalized into the elliptic zone, in which case we have much stronger semiclassical estimate (42), in particular an L ∞ bound, or near the characteristic set, and for these terms we can use the Strichartz type estimate (44). Notice that the very special case n j = 0 can be included into the elliptic case. Thus we have several possibilities to consider. If at least two u j 's are microlocalized in the elliptic zone, then the quadrilinear estimate holds trivially (with s 0 = 0) by a simple application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
If u 3 or u 4 is microlocalized in the elliptic zone, then, again by the CauchySchwarz inequality, the quadrilinear estimate is a consequence of estimate (41) of Lemma 9, with α replaced by 2α.
It remains to deal with the cases when only u 1 or u 2 is microlocalized in the elliptic zone, and when all the u j 's are microlocalized near the characterictic set. In both cases, we shall make use of the following variant of the Sobolev inequality. 
The claim is then a consequence of Young's inequality in variables x ′ .
By the self-adjointness of (1 − ∆) the terms to estimate can be written as follows:
As in the proof of Lemma 9 we select a splitting x = (x 1 , x ′ ) of the local coordinates such that u 2 , u 3 , u 4 are solutions of semiclassical evolution equations, and therefore satisfy Strichartz estimates (44). Using the L ∞ bound on u 1 , we have
, and by Lemma 11 we obtain
and, applying estimate (45) on u 3 , u 4 and estimate (44) on u 2 , we obtain
since q ′ is arbitrary with
3 . Finally, we treat the case when all the factors are microlocalized near the characteristic set. Once again, we select a splitting x = (x 1 , x ′ ) of the local coordinates for which Strichartz estimates (44) are valid for each u j . By Hölder's inequality and Lemma 11 we have
. By estimates (44) on u 1 , u 2 and (45) on u 3 , u 4 , we conclude We now come to the main result of this subsection. Proof. Let f 1 , · · · , f 4 be functions on S 4 satisfying the spectral localization property
. This implies that one can expand
where H (j) n j are spherical harmonics of degree n j , and where the sum on n j bears on the domain
Consequently, the corresponding solutions of the linear Schrödinger equation are given by
and we have to estimate the expression
n 4 ) , with ε j = (−1) j−1 and
Appealing to Lemma 10, we have, with s = 1 − 3α/4,
Using the fast decay of χ at infinity, we infer
where A(k) denotes the set of (n 1 , · · · , n 4 ) satisfying (52) for j = 1, 2, 3, 4 and
Now we write {1, 2, 3, 4} = {α, β, γ, δ} with m(N 1 , · · · , N 4 )) = N α N β , and we split the sum on A(k) as
where
B(a) = {(n α , n γ ) : (52) holds for j = α, γ, j∈{α,γ} ε j n j (n j + 3) = a}, B ′ (a ′ ) = {(n β , n δ ) : (52) holds for j = β, δ,
Now we appeal to the following elementary result of number theory (see e.g. Lemma 3.2 in [7] ).
Lemma 12. Let σ ∈ {±1}. For every ε > 0, there exists C ε such that, given M ∈ Z and a positive integer N ,
A simple application of Lemma 12 implies, for every ε > 0,
and consequently, by a repeated use of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
where, in the last estimate, we used the orthogonality of the H (j) n j 's as n j varies. Coming back to (53), this completes the proof.
Remark. Using the remark before the statement of this proposition, the proof above extends easily to any compact four-dimensional Zoll manifold (see [5] for more details).
3.2.
Trilinear estimates on the sphere. In this subsection, we prove trilinear estimates (27) on S 4 , for every s 0 > 1/2, for zonal solutions of the Schrödinger equation. In view of subsections 2.2 and 2.4, this will complete the proof of Theorem 2 and of Corollary 1, by choosing for G the group of rotations which leave invariant a given pole on S 4 .
First we recall the definition of zonal functions. The zonal functions can be expressed in terms of zonal spherical harmonics which in their turn can be expressed in terms of classical polynomials (see e.g. [17] ). As in [8] , we can represent the normalized zonal spherical harmonic Z p in the coordinate θ (the geodesic distance of the point x to our fixed pole) as follows:
(54) Z p (x) = C(sin θ) 
Proof. It is not restrictive to assume that p ≤ q ≤ l. Moreover, by CauchySchwarz inequality it is sufficient to prove (56) in the special case q = l. Then we have and this concludes the proof.
We now come to the main result of this subsection, which asserts that trilinear estimates (27) hold for every s 0 > 1/2 on M = S 4 in the particular case of zonal Cauchy data. N 1 , N 2 , N 3 ) 
Proof. The proof is very similar to the one of Proposition 3. We write u j (t) = n j e −itn j (n j +3) c j (n j )Z n j , where n j is subject to the condition (52) and
Thus we can write the integral of the left hand-side of (59) as
ε j n j (n j + 3) − τ ) c 1 (n 1 )c 2 (n 2 )c 3 (n 3 ) ε j n j (n j + 3) = k } .
Suppose for instance that min(N 1 , N 2 , N 3 ) is N 1 or N 2 . Introducing Λ k (n 3 ) = {(n 1 , n 2 ) : (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) ∈ Λ k }, we specialize index n 3 in the above sum as J ≤C .
To complete the proof, it remains to appeal once again to Lemma 12, which yields the estimate #Λ τ,ℓ (n 3 ) ≤ C δ (min(N 1 , N 2 )) δ ,
